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Workshop Objective

Equip teachers with the confidence and skills to engage 
with discussions on social issues with their students by:

• Providing an overview of materials available 
through Project Someone

• Discussing the benefits and challenges of having 
discussions on controversial issues in the 
classroom

• Presenting strategies - online and offline- to 
facilitate pluralistic dialogue and develop critical 
thinking skills



Project Someone

SOcial Media EducatiON Every day

Our vision:

• Build awareness & resilience

• Combat online hate and radicalization

• Create space for dialogue
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Benefits of Dialogue

Open discussions on social and political issues 

have been positively correlated with the 

development of:

• Critical thinking skills

• Commitments to civic engagement/political 

participation

• Tolerance of different viewpoints

• Empathy



Challenges

• Teacher and student anxiety 

• Lack of diversity in the classroom 

• Political climate



Inclusive Dialogue

• Debate Dialogue

• Centered on Curriculum       Centered on Student

• Teacher       Facilitator

• Conclusion       Action project



Question

How could social media or educational 

technology be used to address some of 

the challenges that may disturb inclusive 

dialogues?

How may they facilitate engagement in 

inclusive dialogues?



Social Media & Educational 

Technology can:

• Connect students to a diversity of perspectives and forms of 

expression

• Engage youth where they are most susceptible to messages 

of hate

• Encourage reflection

• Provide a sense of security and encourage young people to 

speak their minds

• Facilitate expression of non-dominant perspectives 

• Address challenges linked to the power differential between 

student and teacher

• Provide spaces for mobilization



Someone

• SOMEONE includes a web portal created in May 2016 

with 11 distinct multimedia, curricular and public 

engagement projects focusing on critical thinking, 

information literacy, and social pedagogy.

• SOMEONE provides training key stakeholders in 

schools, public safety, criminal justice, NGOs, social 

service providers – over 3,500 reached via workshops 

and public engagement events in Canada, the USA, 

Belgium, Germany, Norway, Sweden, Finland and 

Denmark.



ProjectSomeone.ca









Think Critically



Visualizing Empathy



Literary Peace Project



Conclusion

• How could these projects support your work?

• What questions do you have?

• How can we support you?



www.projectsomeone.ca

Twitter @projectsomeone

Facebook.com/someonecanada

Vimeo.com/someonecanada

vivek.venkatesh@concordia.ca

kathryn.urbaniak@concordia.ca

For more information:


